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Correction to “Variable-to-Fixed Length Codes are At the same time, we have for the best FVL code that 
Better than Fixed-to-Variable Length Codes 


1 for Markov Sources” pc(FVL) 2 ~(00) 
1 - IK / Hc 


J. Ziv, Fellow, IEEE and since H, < log M, its performance is inferior to that of the VFL 
code of Theorem 2. 


If p 5 c?, the conclusion holds whenever II< > 2 log cy. If /3 > 
S. De Agostino and M. Cohn from Brandeis University called 


attention to a flaw in Theorem 2 of the above correspondence.’ 
c?, a dithering sequence N may be added to X modulo A prior to 
coding, and subtracted from the output of the decoder, where N is 


The following corrections should be inserted on p. 863. a realization of an i.i.d. process with 


Theorem 2: For every M > p/minP(Xf) where /? k  l/ 
minAK+l [P(X:‘+l)/P(X:‘)], 


P,.(N, = 0) = 1 - ;; i = 1,2,... 
there exists a VFL code with no 


more than M codewords such that P,(N, = x) = 1; 
log M a(a - 1) 


any x # 0; x  E A; 


PC I P(W) log M - logp - II< (20) A = [0, 1, . . , a - 11. 


Proof: b) replace a/M by /3/M. 
Let k  = X @  N. 


Clearly, there are no more than M codewords in the code tree. At 
the same time, by construction, no leaf has a probability less than 
P/M. Thus, 


H, = -E log P(X;) 2 log M/P = log M - log/Y. 


Therefore, by (16), (17) and (21), 


Then, it follows from the derivation of (17) that 


pc = lim Qc(X> N) EL xc 
?P-+‘XZ nloga! ( J  


(21) 
< H + 2h($) 1ogM 
- log Q  H+IJc’ 


where 


pc 5 lim &z(X) log M 
I P(cQ) 


log M 
0 11-03 nlogcu log M - log p - II< . H, = -ElogPr(%C) 


In conclusion, it is clear from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 that when and where 
II< >> log p, pc for the VFL code of Theorem 2 approaches the 
lower bound in Theorem 1, namely h(t) = --E loge - (1 - e)log(l -6). 


P~WFL) = P(W) 
1 Also 


l-I~</logM’ 
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b=$n P,(X&Y,) > -&, foreveryL=0,1,2,.... 
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